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ABSTRACT  

In this work, an alternative formulation of the laws of refraction of light is presented. The proposed formulation unifies 
the two classic laws of refraction, and it is shown the correspondence between the new and the classic formulations.  

This new formulation presents a remarkable didactic interest for the conceptual interpretation and resolution of classic 
problems related to the phenomenon of refraction of light, such as those proposed to students of geometric optics on their 
first year of college. As an example, this formulation is applied for the resolution of two refraction problems typically 
assigned to student of such educational level. Results and comments from the students are presented.

Although rigorously formulated in this work, the new formulation can be stated from a didactic viewpoint, using 
everyday language, as follows: “When a ray is refracted, the only variation that undergoes its direction vector is that the 
parallel component to the surface separating two media (defined in the plane formed by the incident ray and the normal 
to the surface at the point of incidence) is multiplied by the relative refractive index between both media”.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The refraction of light is a phenomenon widely studied and described traditionally through general notions of waves and 
rays, and a more specifically from an electromagnetic theory point of view. Our students have already studied some 
notions about the phenomenon of the propagation of light, as its statement appears in many classic books on general 
physics or optics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In this work we present a new statement of the law of refraction from an educational 
point of view and we show the equivalence to its classic statement. If we consider a traditional widely used book on
optics [5], it is mentioned how Newton understood the refraction as the fact that incident light rays "bend or deviate from 
their path." The traditional statement of the first part of the law of refraction that appears in textbooks, also known as 
Snell's Law in honour of Willerbrod Snel van Royen (1580-1626), is stated by the following equation:

ni · sin i = nt · sin t (1)

where ni y nt are the refractive indexes of the media where the incident and refracted ray are. i t represent the angles 
of incidence and refraction, measured from the perpendicular to the plane of separation of the two media at the point of 
incidence. The second part of the law of refraction states, "The incident rays, the normal to the surface and the refracted
rays, lie all in the same plane, called the plane of incidence. In other words, all the wave unit vectors are on the same 
plane" [5]. Figure 1 shows a classic diagram of the phenomenon of refraction of light. This account is similarly stated in 
other classic books [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7].
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Figure 1. Refraction of light. Light incident at an angle at the interface separating two media ni and nt is transmitted into 
medium nt at angle transmitted beams each lie in the plane of incidence [5] 

Despite being a set of laws firmly established on its traditional statement on many classic books on general physics and 
optics, several papers have been published in recent years in various journals with new formulations for the laws of 
refraction. For example, [8] refers to "the generalized vector laws of refraction". In this paper, the authors points out an 
ambiguity in the traditional and widely used laws of refraction. Moreover, the authors propose the inclusion of a more 
refined form for the definition of the angle of incidence and angle of refraction, incorporating the fundamental definition 
of angle in geometry.

In another recent paper [9] the same authors continue the earlier work on the generalized laws of refraction. This work 
relates the laws of refraction with the principle of conservation of momentum and makes use of Einstein’s photon theory.

Later, in [10] the authors apply their new set of generalized laws of refraction to the resolution of two classic problems of 
optics. Specifically, they analyse what happens to the refracted ray when the refracting surface is rotating, and the solve
this problem using the new formulation of the laws of refraction.

In another more recent work, [11], the same authors apply their new set of generalized vector laws of refraction. In their 
paper they intend to show the validity of its new formulation using it to solve several cases of image formation using 
simple refracting surfaces. The aim to obtain the traditional general lenses formulation from their own vector 
formulation.  The case studies carried out in their paper focus on concave and convex refractive surfaces, with both real 
and virtual objects. 

During the last year [12], other authors have point out that, while the laws reformulated by these authors are right, it 
should be convenient to use the dot product, in addition to the cross product, when expressing the vector laws of 
refraction. Specifically, they suggest that it is possible to modify the vector laws of refraction stated on [8, 9, 10, 11] to
incorporate both the cross and the dot product. In this manner wave vectors of the incident and the refracted wave and 
the normal to the surface are clearly defined, which could improve ray-tracing computations. 

Later, paper [13] addresses the issues and questions raised in [12] on generalized vector laws of refraction, establishing a 
reply to that paper. This study defends that the introduction of the dot product is redundant and confirms the validity of 
their statements of the generalized vector laws of refraction established in [8, 9, 10, 11].

Finally, in a very recent paper [14], the authors state that, to prove the efficiency of the new generalized laws of 
refraction, they need to arrive at a theoretical proof of Fermat's principle from their own statements established on [8]. In 
this paper, the authors use the case studies of refraction on a flat surface and on a spherical surface, and they successfully 
deduce the Fermat principle from their own vector laws of refraction.

In line with this recent work, the study presented here proposes the use of a new formulation of the laws of refraction, 
and it shows the equivalence of this new statement with the classic statement. By way of example, and to test the validity 
of our new formulation, it is applied to solve two traditional optics problems that usually appear on classic optics books.
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2. FORMULATION OF DIDACTIC INTEREST OF THE LAWS OF REFRACTION OF LIGHT
2.1 Statement

The statement proposed in this work is as follows: 

If at one point on a surface whose orientation in space (or of the tangent plane to the surface, if it is not a plane itself) is 
defined by a unit vector k (perpendicular to the surface), strikes and it is refracted an incident ray corresponding to a 
plane wave (propagating from a homogeneous and isotropic medium into another homogeneous and isotropic medium) 
whose direction of propagation coincides with that from a unit vector u i [expressed in terms of its components with 
respect to an orthonormal coordinate system, with the z-axis coinciding with the direction of k (u i = uix i + uiy j + uiz k), 
which, along with the y-axis, define the plane of incidence, where u i = 0 i + uiy j + uiz k is contained], the refraction 
occurs such that the refracted ray remains on the plane of incidence, and the component of the unit vector which 
direction coincides with that of the refracted ray, ur, parallel to the surface separating the two media, ury, equals the 
product of the relative index of refraction between the two media (n1/n2) and the same component of the incident ray
(uiy), i.e., ury = (n1/n2) u iy.” This statement, expressed in everyday language from an educational point of view, is 
equivalent of saying that “when a ray is refracted, its component parallel to the separation surface between the two media 
is multiplied by the relative refractive index.” 

Note: In regard to the third component, its value is determined by having 1 as the value of the module of the unit vector, 

verifying also that: =  0 +   + 1 ( ) k 

Figure 2 shows a diagram with the notation used to represent the incident and refracted rays, the normal to the surface 
and the angles of incidence i) and refraction r). 

Figure 2. Diagram showing classic refraction

In short, this is to help students to interpret the meaning of this phenomenon in the sense that when a ray of light 
propagating in a homogeneous and isotropic medium impinges into another homogeneous and isotropic medium, its unit 
vector (contained in the plane of incidence) increases one of its components and consequently diminishes another. This 
modification is determined knowing that the component parallel to the surface separating the two media is multiplied by 
the relative refractive index between them (n1/n2). That is, ury = (n1/n2) u iy. 

2.2 Demonstration of the equivalence of the new and classic statements of the laws of refraction.  

In this section, we show the bidirectional equivalence between Snell’s law [5] (see Equation 1), and the new statement 
proposed. 

A) If the new statement is right, Snell’s law is right as well, and y vice versa

Demonstration: 

If the new statement is true, and considering that, as seen in Figure 2: 
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u iy = 1· sin i (2)  

and  
ury = 1· si r (3) 

Then,
ury = (n1/n2) u iy r = (n1/n2) sin i 1 sin i = n2 sin r (4) 

as we intended to prove.

Thus Snell’s law is right, and vice versa (as the demonstration can be followed in the opposite direction). That is, the
new formulation proposed and Snell's law are equivalent.

This new formulation can be summarized from an educational point of view as "when a ray is refracted, the component 
parallel to the separating surface of the two media is multiplied by the relative refractive index." 

B) If the new proposed statement is right, the second part of the traditional statement of the law of 
refraction must be true, and vice versa

If our statement is true, then it is true the part of the traditional formulation of the law of refraction that states “when a 
light beam is refracted at the interface of two media, the incident beam, the normal to the surface at the point of 
incidence, and the refracted beam lie all in the same plane, which is called plane of incidence” [15]. Since in the
alternative statement we propose the incident beam, the normal to the surface at the point of incidence, and the refracted 
beam have component x = 0, they are coplanar.

If the part of the law of refraction cited in the above paragraph [15] is right, then our new statement is right. That is, if 
the incident beam, the refracted beam an the normal to the surface at the point of incidence are coplanar, then the plane 
defined by the incident beam and the normal must be coplanar, which implies that both vectors and the refracted vector 
have the component x = 0, as the new stamen proposes. 

2.3 Usefulness of this new statement

Having demonstrated the equivalence of this new formulation of the laws of refraction and the traditional Snell's law, can
to use the new formulation for problem solving. Consider for example its use in solving problems usually proposed to 
students at university undertaking a first course on geometric optics.

A) Problem 1: Prove that the beam that emerges after going through a plane-parallel slab has the same direction 
and sense as the incident beam. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the problem statement. 

Figure 3. Diagram showing the statement posed in Problem 1 

Solution using the new statement: = = =  3y = u1y u3 = u1 (5)
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That is, as we wanted to prove, the emerging beam is parallel to the incident beam. 

B) Problem 2: A spotlight is located in the centre of the bottom of a three-metres radius cylindrical pool four
metres deep, completely filled with water (n = 1.33). At 30 metres from the edge there is a hotel. Calculate the 
minimum height at which a window should be located if we want to see spotlight looking through that window.
Figure 4 shows a diagram of the problem statement. 

Figure 4. Diagram showing the statement posed in Problem 2 

Solution using the new statement: 
Using similar triangles: =  ; =  ; and, according to our new statement,   

urx = (n1/n2) u ix =  . 30 + =  . · =  . = . 30 =  22.66   

Then, the spotlight will only be seen from a window located at 22.66 metres or above. 

2.4 Evaluation of the usefulness of this new statement when solving classic optics problems

After studying this new statement of the law of refraction and solving some examples using it, we evaluated if it was 
useful in solving certain types of optics problems related to light refraction. We used a set of 5 problems of this kind that 
were proposed to a group of 28 students, and the students could freely use the new statement of the law of refraction or 
the two traditional laws governing this phenomenon. As a result of this experience it was found that 78.6% of students 
who participated chose to solve the problems using this new statement, which makes clear that it was easier to than the
traditional laws. In addition to this objective evidence, we asked the students to make a subjective assessment and to 
comment on which of the two procedures were they more comfortable with when solving these problems and why. 
85.7% said that to solve this kind of problems they were more comfortable using the new statement. We want to 
highlight some of the reasons given: “I feel more comfortable operating with segment values than with angle values”
and “I find geometry easier than trigonometry”.

3. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work we have presented a new formulation for the law of refraction, and it has been proven its equivalence with 
the traditional statements appearing in classic books of optics.

This new statement can be used to solve classic refraction problems proposed to students at university undertaking a first 
course on geometric optics. 

To prove the validity of this new statement, it is presented, by way of example, the resolution of two classic optics 
problems. The newly developed statement of the law of refraction allows the resolution of traditional problems of 
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geometrical optics, and in some cases the solution is much simpler and more intuitive than that obtained using the 
traditional statement of the laws of refraction.

This alternative statement has been of great didactic interest for our students, as it promotes meaningful learning of the 
refraction of light phenomenon. The students that learn this statement are able to solve some problems with more ease.

Both the experimental evaluation and the subjective evaluation performed by the students have shown that most of them 
believe that the resolution of some problems of this type is easier and more intuitive when using this new statement 
instead of the traditional statement. 
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